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“ FOR YOU CREATED

MY INMOST BEING;
YOU KNIT ME TOGETHER
IN MY MOTHER ’S WOMB.
I PRAISE YOU
BECAUSE I AM FEARFULLY
AND WONDERFULLY MADE;
YOUR WORKS ARE WONDERFUL,
I KNOW THAT FULL WELL.”
PSALM 139 : 13 -14
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Today’s Abortion Conversation
Where Do We Go From Here?
Kelly Rosati

JUSTICE
THAT RESTORES

God loves justice and calls His people to seek it. But how do we
respond to our complex—and broken—criminal justice system?
This free small group study will help you explore the
American criminal justice system through a biblical lens and
learn hands-on ways to pursue justice, hope, and healing in
your community.
Request your FREE copy—including a study guide,
companion book, and accompanying videos—today at
prisonfellowship.org/NAEoutrageousjustice

Copyright of Prison Fellowship® 2019.
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CONTEXT

“For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother’s
womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; your
works are wonderful, I know that full well.”

T

hese words of King David articulate the profound and marvelous truth that from the very beginning of our lives,
God was there — caring, loving, creating and investing in us. Many of us can recite these words by heart. We
intuitively know they are important words to remember and to let sink deep into our consciousness. We join with
David in awe of a God who would consider us in such a special way — and not just us, but every single human life.
He knows and loves each one.
God created human beings in his image. Thus, every human life from conception to death bears the image of God and has
inestimable worth. We hold a consistent ethic of life that safeguards the essential nature of human life at all stages, including
migrant children at the U.S./Mexico border, women who have been sexually abused, those who are addicted to opioids, and on
and on. The National Association of Evangelicals’ document, “For the Health of the Nation” (NAE.net/forthehealth), reflects
this ethic of life, and we recommend it to all Christians for personal and group study.
As Kelly Rosati describes in the cover article, the abortion conversation has recently garnered increased national attention
with the introduction of conflicting state legislation and mounting pressure for the Supreme Court to weigh in. There are also
pressing issues in biotechnology impacting the future of human life that Christians need to consider (see Jeff Hardin’s article on
Page 18).
In this particular moment of national attention on the unborn, we offer this magazine issue as a starting place to consider
the current conversation and where we might go from here — not as political pawns, but as people who seek to love as God
loves, including loving those who are not yet born.
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COMMENT

Religion’s Relationship to Happiness,
Civic Engagement and Health
People who are active in religious congregations tend to be happier
and more civically engaged than either religiously unaffiliated
adults or inactive members of religious groups, according to a new Pew
Research Center analysis of survey data from the United States and more
than two dozen other countries.
Religiously active people also tend to smoke and drink less, but they are
not healthier in terms of exercise frequency and rates of obesity. Nor, in
most countries, are highly religious people more likely to rate themselves
as being in very good overall health — though the U.S. is among the
possible exceptions.”
Pew Research Center

Staying in the Foster Care Space
The fact of the matter is that the government runs the foster care system. We cannot serve foster
children without contracting with the state. So we faced a choice: Continue caring for hurting children in
foster care or let our disappointment with government requirements supersede our compassion for kids who
have suffered and need a loving family.
At Bethany, we believe the Bible is the living Word of God, and we still believe in God’s plan for marriage and
family as it is outlined in the Scriptures. At the same time, it is clear to us that Bethany cannot cede the foster
care space completely to the secular world and leave children without the opportunity to experience Jesus
through our loving care. Therefore, we will continue foster care operations in Michigan and serve all families in
Michigan for foster care and foster care adoption in compliance with our contract requirements.”
Chris Palusky, CEO of Bethany Christian Services, on the organization’s decision to place foster children with
same-sex couples after a legal battle in Michigan

How to Handle Controversy
If you’re on the outside of leadership roles and haven’t been in significant leadership roles, it’s easy to think
that transparency is the only thing that matters, and it’s also really easy to assume: ‘The reason they’re not
telling us more is because they have something to hide.’ I think that’s a natural default impulse. I’ve been in so
many situations where in some ways, it would be much more convenient to violate something legally or to do
something that’s actually not in keeping with important policies just because you feel if people really knew what
was going on behind this — if they really knew what had happened — they wouldn’t be coming after me this way
or they wouldn’t be criticizing the institution this way.”
Philip Ryken, president of Wheaton College, in Today’s Conversation at NAE.net/rykenpodcast

Comments? Questions? We would love to hear from you.
Email: Magazine@NAE.net
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Easter Bombings Kill 258 in Sri Lanka
We are hurt. We are angry also, but still, as the senior pastor of Zion Church Batticaloa, the whole
congregation and every family affected, we say to the suicide bomber, and also to the group that sent
the suicide bomber, that we love you and we forgive you. No matter what you have done to us, we love
you, because we believe in the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ on the cross said, ‘Father, forgive them for
they do not know what they are doing.’ We also, who follow the footsteps of Jesus Christ, we say, for the
Lord forgive these people.”
Roshan Mahesen, senior pastor of Zion Church Batticaloa in Sri Lanka

Cutting Aid Won’t Fix Our Border Problem
During the height of U.S. aid programs [to Central America] from 2015
to 2017, America saw some of the lowest numbers of migrants at our
southwest border in decades. But it’s clear from the current crisis that we
must do more. This starts with reversing the proposed elimination of foreign
assistance. We must nurture the progress we have achieved while working
for an even greater harvest.”
Leith Anderson, NAE President, and Edgar Sandoval, Sr., president of World
Vision U.S., in a Fox News opinion article

La la loved this rich, fun conversation with @leithanderson for @NAEvangelicals
podcast. It’s spicy, sassy, and hilarious. Listen now: NAE.net/feinbergpodcast
Margaret Feinberg @mafeinberg

@NAEvangelicals take a crucial step and call for #paidfamilyleave so that families
have the time and support to care as God has created us to do.
Rachel Hope Anderson @RachelHopeAnd
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GROW YOUR

LEADERSHIP
Deb Walkemeyer turned her Doctor of Ministry experience into a community garden
that’s bringing unity and purpose to a struggling urban neighborhood. Whatever your
passion, Fuller’s DMin program will help you engage it creatively and theologically—
with accessible study options that include a personalized track for pastors and ministry
leaders looking to retool and advance their practice of ministry. Complete 25% of the
degree online and the remainder through one-week intensive, on-campus courses.
Grow your leadership in a way that suits your needs and schedule.

Learn more at Fuller.edu/StudyDMin

Please join the evangelical community at these events hosted by
the NAE and its members. Your prayers are welcome too.

EVANGELICAL CALENDAR

Many of these events include downloadable resources for
promotion and participation.

DECEMBER 4-5, 2019

Denominational Executives Retreat
Aurora, CO
National Association of Evangelicals
NAE.net/denominational-executives-retreat

OCTOBER 9-12, 2019

NAE denominational executives spend time together —
learning from and encouraging one another in their unique
positions of ministry.

Forward
Dallas, TX
Christian Community Development
Association
CCDA.org
The national conference of the
Christian Community Development
Association offers believers
connection, instruction and
inspiration as they seek to love their
neighbors in practical ways.

JANUARY 27-31, 2020

Christian Student
Leadership Conference
Washington, DC
National Association of Evangelicals
NAE.net/cslc

OCTOBER 16, 2019

NAE Talk
St. Paul, MN
National Association of Evangelicals
NAE.net/naetalk

The Christian Student Leadership
Conference is a place where
college students who care
deeply about today’s pressing
issues come to learn and
consider how to engage in
public policy.

The NAE Talk offers a safe place
for high-level evangelical leaders to
dialogue and resource on practical
challenges they face as they minister
in today’s culture. This year’s event
will focus on sexual misconduct and
the Church.

JANUARY 30-FEBRUARY 1,
2020

Symposium on Worship
Grand Rapids, MI
Calvin University
Worship.Calvin.edu/symposium
The annual Calvin Symposium on
Worship — sponsored by the Calvin
Institute of Christian Worship and the
Center for Excellence in Preaching —
brings together a wide audience to
develop their gifting, encourage each
other and renew their commitment
to the full ministry of the Church.

NOVEMBER 5-7, 2019

Mosaix Conference
Dallas, TX
Mosaix Global Network
Mosaix2019.com
Over 1,500 multi-ethnic church pioneers and
practitioners — including church planters and pastors,
network and denominational leaders, authors and
educators — are expected to attend Mosaix’ 4th
National Multi-ethnic Church Conference.

Find additional Evangelical Calendar opportunities
online at NAE.net/calendar.
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WORTH NOTING

 mall Group Study of
S
“For the Health of the Nation”
As the United States heads toward a 2020 presidential
election, Americans will be bombarded with conflicting
messages about the country’s challenges and opportunities.
Biblical wisdom is relevant to today’s policy issues. The
recently updated “For the Health of the Nation” is designed
to empower Christians to model civility and to understand
biblical principles that address tough social questions.
The National Association of Evangelicals asks churches,
universities, nonprofits and others to encourage small
group discussions around the booklet. “For the Health of
the Nation” and a corresponding discussion guide can be
downloaded at no charge at NAE.net/forthehealth. Printed
copies are also available for purchase, with bulk orders
discounted accordingly.

 aith Leaders Meet With President of Central African
F
Republic
Leith Anderson, president of the
National Association of Evangelicals,
co-hosted a dinner meeting of faith
leaders with President FaustinArchange Touadera of the Central
African Republic (CAR) on May
8 during the leader’s visit to
Washington, D.C.
The dinner built on a 2014 diplomatic
mission in which Anderson traveled
to the CAR along with Catholic and
Muslim leaders seeking to end a surge
in violence and killing. The visit is
credited with saving lives and laying
groundwork for peace in the nation.
The CAR is among the poorest countries in the world. Most people in the CAR are Christians, including many
who are evangelicals, and about 15 percent who are Muslims. However, much of the country is controlled by
rebels who use religious divisions for political purposes. We urge Christians to pray for church leaders and
others who are working for peace in this environment.
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Thinking Biblically on Immigration
The Evangelical Immigration Table published a set of videos and a free eBook to help
Christians think biblically about immigrants and immigration.
Leith Anderson, president of the National Association of Evangelicals, is featured
in the videos, along with several other evangelical leaders. “As his creatures,
[God] treats us with dignity and respect. And that’s what he wants us to do in our
treatment of others, including immigrants, so that the words we speak and the
attitudes we have toward immigrants and others are the same as the words and the
attitudes of God,” Anderson said in one of the videos.
The short, easy-to-share videos touch on a variety of topics: Starting at the
Beginning; What God Has Joined Together; What’s Wrong With Amnesty?; ProSecurity, Pro-Compassion; Immigrants and Economics; and Making Things Right.
The free eBook, “Thinking Biblically About Immigrants and Immigration Reform,”
includes a summary of how the Bible guides Christ-followers to engage with their
immigrant neighbors as well as an exploration of how biblical principles should inform
approaches to immigration policies.

Watch the videos and
download the eBook at
EvangelicalImmigration
Table.com/Thinking
Biblically.
Learn about the Crisis
at the Border on Today’s
Conversation with
Matthew Soerens at
NAE.net/
soerenspodcast.

Religious Freedom Concerns on Equality Act
The U.S. House of Representatives passed the Equality Act on May 17, and it has been referred to the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary. The measure bans discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity,
and in its current form, does not include any meaningful religious freedom protections.
If the measure became law, many religious schools and charities would have to change their faith-based policies
and practices, or face sanctions that could force them to close their doors. Before the House voted on the
legislation, Leith Anderson, president of the National Association of Evangelicals, joined a letter to members of
Congress expressing concern over the consequences to religious freedom that would occur if the Equality Act
as currently drafted became law. The full letter is available at NAE.net.

Opioid Addiction in the United States
In the late 1990s, pharmaceutical companies reassured the medical community that
patients would not become addicted to opioid pain relievers. Healthcare providers began
to prescribe them at greater rates. This increased prescription rate led to widespread
misuse of opioids — now understood to be highly addictive. Though the medical
community has changed its practices and laws have been put in place to address this
issue, people already addicted to prescription opioids turned to heroin, which was more
readily available. The introduction of synthetic opioids, such as fentanyl and carfentanil,
have further complicated the scene.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimate that over 2 million people in the
United States are currently addicted to prescription opioids. Opioids are the main driver
of drug overdose deaths. In 2017, opioids were involved in 47,600 overdose deaths, which
is 67.8 percent of all drug overdose deaths.
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Listen to Today’s
Conversation
podcast with Dr.
Lindsay Stokes,
an emergency
medicine
physician, on
the opioid
crisis and what
churches can
do at NAE.net/
stokespodcast.
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Kim Colby is director of the Center
of Law and Religious Freedom for
Christian Legal Society.

Thoughtful,
Knowledgeable Voices
Amicus Briefs Speak Into Court Cases
The young pastor very quietly, yet very determinedly, spoke, “I will go to
jail rather than testify about what he said to me as a pastor.” And with
that my heart sank, because I knew that there was a real chance that
this pastor would spend time in jail rather than divulge what another
man, who was charged with a terrible crime, told him as a pastor.

T

he state prosecutors had already threatened the pastor with jail if he refused to testify about his conversation with the
accused. I had done enough research on the clergy-penitent privilege to know that many states, including the state
in which the pastor lived, recognized only a very narrow privilege for a clergy member not to testify about what an
accused said in confidence. I was not at all certain that this state’s courts would rule in favor of the pastor’s right to
remain silent.
Nonetheless, my boss nodded to the pastor’s lawyer, “We’ll write an amicus brief in support of your client’s right under the
clergy-penitent privilege in hopes of persuading the court that he should not be jailed.”
We (Christian Legal Society) wrote a good brief. But much more importantly, 10 other religious organizations, including
the National Association of Evangelicals, the state Catholic Conference, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and the
American Jewish Congress, joined the brief. The number of religious organizations, and the fact that they represented a diversity
of faiths, almost certainly helped persuade the state court that it was dealing with a significant case in which the outcome would
affect far more than a solitary pastor.
Thanks in part to this amicus brief, the court ruled in favor of the pastor. It was just one example of how amicus briefs often
have a real impact on the outcome of a case.
What is an Amicus Brief?

“Amicus” is Latin for friend, and often “amicus briefs” are called “friend-of-the-court briefs.” They are briefs that are not the
parties’ main briefs, but instead are auxiliary briefs written by lawyers for organizations or individuals who are interested in the
outcome of a case but who are not directly involved in the underlying case.
Amicus briefs are written to bring to the court’s attention how its decision may affect individuals or institutions other than
the parties. Because amicus briefs are supplementary briefs, they are able to focus on a specific issue that the parties can only
address in a cursory fashion in the main briefs. Amicus briefs can also add factual context to the parties’ arguments that help the
court consider the impact of its decision.
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Defending Religious Freedom

Amicus briefs are an important tool in the defense of religious
freedom, because they allow religious organizations to
contribute their unique voice to the court’s consideration of
arguments for protecting religious freedom in a particular
context. A recent example of this is the amicus brief filed by
CLS and NAE in the ministerial housing allowance case.
The Freedom From Religion Foundation filed a
lawsuit against the Internal Revenue Service challenging the
housing allowance for ministers in the tax code. A Chicago
congregation entered the case on the side of the government
to ensure religious freedom arguments were properly
presented to the court.
For many clergy, the housing allowance is a significant
component of their compensation. The amicus brief joined by
CLS, NAE, Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability,
and other groups provided the court with well-researched
estimates as to what the loss of the housing allowance
would mean for the average minister, and how much the
average congregation would need to increase pay in order to
compensate its minister(s) for the lost compensation if the
court ruled that the housing allowance was unconstitutional.
Essentially, the CLS/NAE amicus brief helped the court
understand what was at stake in its ruling for the thousands of
congregations that were not actually parties to the case.
On appeal, the court of appeals ruled that the housing
allowance was constitutional. In a footnote, it particularly
noted information provided in the CLS/NAE amicus brief,
which had been prepared by Professor Thomas Berg and
his students in the Religious Liberty Appellate Clinic at the
University of St. Thomas School of Law (Minneapolis). The
court’s decision saved congregations of all faiths nationwide
hundreds of millions of dollars a year.
From Animal Sacrifice to Baking Cakes

It is important for religious organizations to defend
others’ religious freedom, even when their religious beliefs

are repugnant to them. For example, in 1993, the U.S.
Supreme Court heard a case in which a Florida city had
passed a series of laws to target the animal sacrifices that a
Santeria congregation performed in their rituals that were an
admixture of Catholicism and voodoo.
The Supreme Court correctly ruled that the city had
violated the congregation’s free exercise of religion by
effectively outlawing its animal sacrifices while allowing
animal killings for non-religious reasons to continue. CLS
had filed an amicus brief, joined by NAE, in support of the
free exercise rights of this small, unpopular group. Some CLS
members were unhappy about a brief in support of a group
whose practices were contrary to Christianity.
But 25 years later, that 1993 decision became crucial
precedent for the Supreme Court’s ruling in favor of Jack
Phillips, the Christian baker who had been punished by the
Colorado Civil Rights Commission for refusing to bake a cake
for a same-sex wedding.
CLS, NAE and several other religious groups filed
an amicus brief in support of Jack Phillips’ free exercise of
religion. The brief explained that the Colorado Commission
had violated Jack Phillips’ free exercise of religion when
it punished him for refusing to make a cake based on his
religious objections, but decided not to punish three other
bakers who had refused to make cakes based on their
nonreligious objections. The court adopted the reasoning
urged by the CLS/NAE amicus brief, ruling that the Colorado
Commission’s inconsistent treatment of Jack Phillips was
sufficiently analogous to the Florida city’s inconsistent
treatment of the Santeria adherents and that Jack Phillips’ free
exercise of religion had been violated.
By helping judges understand the real-world
consequences of their decisions for congregations and pastors,
the CLS/NAE amicus briefs have advanced religious freedom
significantly in scores of cases over the past four decades. The
need for thoughtful, knowledgeable voices to speak in defense
of religious freedom will only increase in the coming decade.

Today’s Abortion
Conversation
Where Do We Go From Here?

There’s a change in the air when it comes to abortion —
a reality pro-life advocates haven’t seen for quite some
time. Hope is building that the U.S. Supreme Court
may overturn the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision enshrining
abortion as a constitutionally protected right in all 50
states. If Roe is overturned, each state will decide its
own abortion policy.

Kelly Rosati is CEO of KMR Consulting whose clients
include the Flying Horse Foundation, National Hispanic
Christian Leadership Conference and the Center for
Public Justice. She was previously vice president of
advocacy for children at Focus on the Family.

T

his possibility has pro-life and pro-choice groups firing up their respective
constituencies and flexing their advocacy muscles. New York and Virginia have taken
the approach of codifying their statutory rights to abortion, allowing the procedure up
to the point of birth if necessary to protect the life or health of the mother.
North Dakota, Georgia and Ohio have passed laws banning abortion once a fetal heartbeat
is detected. Alabama passed the nation’s most strict abortion law, outlawing it completely, with an
exception only for the life or serious health threat to the mother.
However, unless Roe is overturned, those restrictive laws will be deemed unconstitutional by
the courts. So why pass them? It’s to signal the intent of the legislature in a post-Roe world or to
be the case leading to Roe’s demise. There are other fascinating new developments on the abortion
front.
Missouri is poised to be the first state in the nation with no abortion providers as a result
of state regulations setting standards Planned Parenthood appears unable to meet. Planned
Parenthood is in court as of this writing seeking to have the regulations struck down as
unconstitutional. If the regulations are upheld and Planned Parenthood no longer performs
abortions, it’s unclear what effect that would have on abortion minded women in Missouri. Some
may travel out of state to obtain abortions, and others may carry their babies to term.
The Heart of the Matter

“Their babies” — the heart of the matter. Abortion ends a baby’s life. We believe in the imago dei,
the image of God, in every person, born and unborn (Genesis 1:27). We believe human rights for
unborn children are an inevitability in a just society. We know from embryology that from the
moment of fertilization, a new and distinct human organism is formed. Unborn babies’ hearts
beat around 7 weeks; at 18-21 weeks babies might hiccup and suck their thumbs; at 22-27 weeks
babies wake, sleep and smile.
In May, the smallest surviving micro-preemie ever — born at 23 weeks, three days at a
shockingly low weight of 8.6 ounces — was finally able to go home, a thriving 5 lb. baby girl.
This teeny preemie, only slightly larger than a hamster, was always fully human and deserving
every chance at life.
As unborn baby humans grow, their personhood — inherent since fertilization — becomes
even more obvious thanks to technological advances. Ultrasound imaging allows expectant parents
to peer into the sacred place to see what was previously unseen: the faces of their unborn children.
And these first pictures of the little ones are now scattered across social media. They often sit side
by side along with pictures of their kids later in life, in frames and on refrigerators across America.
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This perhaps explains why many polls, such as those from
Gallup and Rasmussen, show younger generations understand
the humanity of unborn children better than their elders.
We know from the Holy Scriptures that each one of these
unborn babies, like all people, is fearfully and wonderfully
made (Psalm 139) and that as believers, we are called to speak
up for those who can’t speak for themselves (Proverbs 31:8).
Unborn babies can’t speak for themselves, so we must always
do so.
And while abortion in the United States has been
declining from a high of 1.3 million in 1984, according to the
Centers for Disease Control, some 60 million little ones have
lost their lives to abortion since 1973.

their communities — serving in or supporting homeless
shelters, human trafficking ministries and child sponsorship
organizations. And these pro-lifers indeed walk their talk.
However, it is short sighted and harmful to our cause to
stay stuck making that point. There is much more work to be
done. Many evangelicals have yet to enter the arena in a way
that costs them something besides screen time, political votes
and an occasional fundraising walk. That must change for us
to save lives.
Some pro-lifers still reject the notion — which should
be Scripturally obvious — that we need to advocate for life
holistically, at every stage, from womb to tomb because every
person is made in God’s image. They suggest instead that
unborn children become losers in advocacy for the sanctity of
all human life.
But isn’t that the same argument advanced by the prochoice community? The pro-choice argument pits some
lives (pregnant women) against the lives of others (unborn
children). In that case, they value born life but not unborn
life.
We rightfully oppose that approach, because we know
that we have no right to make such judgments. In that same
vein, however, pro-lifers don’t have the right to declare only
unborn life worthy of our attention and priority over already
born lives. Why would we suggest advocacy to ensure the
unborn child has a right to life only to then also suggest prolifers have no business advocating — as pro-lifers — for that
same child’s right to stay alive with clean water, nutrition
and basic health care? Without those things, children die
preventable deaths.
How could we suggest — as some have — that a focus on
the children in foster care is a diversion from real pro-life work
when we are often talking about the same child whose right
to life we have secured with our advocacy? How do we then
abandon that born child to a life of abuse, neglect and even
suicide?
To take that approach is to advance a truncated pro-life
ethic whose hypocrisy is apparent to all but ourselves. With
a limited pro-life witness, we fail to win over those in the
middle on abortion. And without them, unborn lives will
continue to be snuffed out in horrifying numbers, even in
a post-Roe world. Without wholesale change to the support
offered to pregnant women, the future looks far too identical
to the present.

A Complex Issue

Americans have complex views about abortion. In a February
2019 Marist poll, Americans were equally divided between
describing themselves as pro-life or pro-choice (47 percent
each). In May, Gallup noted that 77 percent of Americans
— including 57 percent of pro-lifers — generally support
abortion rights in cases of rape and incest.
And as the polling and legislative maneuvering continues,
pro-life Americans continue to make clear we will never
accept the current reality. Hundreds of thousands of pro-lifers
gather annually in Washington, D.C., at the March for Life.
Nearly 3,000 pregnancy centers offer free and confidential
services ranging from pregnancy tests, STI testing, counseling,
material support, limited obstetrical ultrasound services to full
primary care.
Ministries such as Embrace Grace “empower churches
across the nation to be a safe and non-judging place for the
girls to run to when they find out they are pregnant, instead
of the last place they are welcomed because of shame and
guilt.” Embrace Grace brings the best of evangelicalism to the
abortion conversation, recognizing that the only way forward
is the way of Jesus — to love and serve those in need — and
not just in word but in deed (James 1:22; John 3:18).
Entering a Whole-life Arena

Were Roe to be overturned, there would be many more needs
that evangelicals are manifestly not yet prepared to meet.
Some pro-lifers get reflexively defensive when this concern
is raised. They note all the good that pro-life people do in
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Scaling Up Solutions

This is why overturning Roe
should remain only one of several
central strategies for a pro-life
movement of the future. We must
work to provide women facing
unexpected pregnancies all the
support they need to choose life,
and we must do this on a much
larger scale than currently exists.
Solutions need to be serious
and creative and include publicprivate, faith-based partnerships.
According to surveys by the
Guttmacher Institute, 73 percent
of women who have had abortions
indicated they did so because they
couldn’t afford a baby. Women
facing unexpected pregnancies
need affordable housing, health
care, jobs and supportive
communities. While churches can
meet some of those needs directly,
we can’t meet all of them. But we
can advocate for policies to ensure
necessary solutions. If we won’t do
that, we aren’t effectively speaking
up for the unborn babies whose
very lives depend on having these
supports in place.
To advocate well, now and
in a post-Roe world, we need
every pro-life evangelical off
the sidelines, living pro-life not
just talking or voting pro-life.
The next wave of the pro-life
movement must be more broadly
characterized by our actions and
lives rooted in love, not by our
words and votes alone. By the
grace of God, we can do that.

“ FOR YOU CREATED

MY INMOST BEING;
YOU KNIT ME TOGETHER
IN MY MOTHER’S WOMB.
I PRAISE YOU
BECAUSE I AM FEARFULLY
AND WONDERFULLY MADE;
YOUR WORKS ARE WONDERFUL,
I KNOW THAT FULL WELL.”
PSALM 139 : 13-14
17
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Fearfully and
Wonderfully Made?
Bioethics in an Era of Biotechnology
In the 21st century, science fiction is quickly becoming scientific
fact. How should Christians respond? The National Association of
Evangelicals has been at the forefront of helping Christians develop a
consistent approach to human life at all stages, driven by key biblical
convictions.

O

ne is that all human beings bear God’s
image (Genesis 1:27), so we should reject
technologies that attempt to modify or
eliminate this essential aspect of human
nature. A second is that children are not products, but
begotten gifts (Psalm 127:3-5), with whom God has
been present from the beginning (Psalm 139:13-14). A
third is that despite our impulse to heal, we should resist
technological optimism, because human knowledge is
limited (Genesis 2:16-17) and we have a universal bent
toward sin (Romans 3:23). Let’s consider the implications
of this biblical approach for two headline-grabbing
technologies.
Cloning

“Clone,” from the Greek word for “twig,” carries the
basic idea of “copy.” Cloning exploded on the scene in
1997 with Dolly the sheep, cloned using somatic cell

nuclear transfer. This technique involves removing the nucleus
from an unfertilized egg, adding the nucleus from a cell in the
body (“somatic” comes from the Greek word for “body”), and
activating development. Rarely (Dolly was the only success in
277 attempts!), an animal can be born with the same sequence
of genetic building blocks as the donated nucleus. Cloning
is inefficient, because it is difficult to fully reset chemical
modifications to DNA and proteins in the donated nucleus.
Work done at Oregon Health Sciences University showed in
2013 that cloning is possible in humans. Why clone? Two reasons
have been suggested. In therapeutic cloning, an embryo genetically
identical to a patient is produced, followed by destruction of that
embryo to harvest embryonic stem cells for use in therapy. The
goal of reproductive cloning is a baby. The technology is identical
in both cases; the only difference is the ultimate use of the clone.
How should we think about cloned humans? Just as Dolly
was fully sheepish, clones would be fully human, so we should
seek alternatives to creating embryos only to destroy them. To
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avoid creating embryos only to destroy
them we should seek alternatives. One
approach transforms somatic cells
directly into stem cells called induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells). iPS cells
have the genetic advantages of clones
but avoid embryo destruction.
What about reproductive cloning?
Even if inefficiencies could be overcome,
Christians have rejected it for many
reasons, including commodification. Fullgrown clones could provide tissue, or
they might allow us to recover a nearly
genetically identical “replacement” for
a loved one. In either case the cloned
human individual is no longer an end in
her- or himself, but a commodity.
Genome Editing

A second highly publicized technique
is genome editing. One version of this
technology, called CRISPR/Cas9
(CRISPR is pronounced “crisper”),
targets a very specific piece of DNA for
editing. The details are complex, but the
basic intent isn’t. DNA building blocks
can be deleted, rather like highlighting
a specific set of letters in a word
processing document and hitting the
delete key. Even more powerfully, DNA
building blocks can be replaced, like
using the “paste” command in a word
processor.
How might this technology be
used in humans? One might edit cells
from a patient’s body to repair a defect,
an approach known as somatic cell
therapy. Such edits would not be passed
onto the next generation. Much more

controversial is germline therapy: If a
fertilized egg is edited, the edits would
be inherited by all cells and passed
on to future generations. Why might
one consider this? A small number
of diseases, such as Tay-Sachs disease,
are caused by a mutation in a single
gene, leading to devastating, early
death. Repairing the damaged gene
in an embryo would not only prevent
the disease in that embryo, but in that
person’s children.

Many scientists
have called for a
moratorium on
germline editing
and for international
discussion.

How far away are such therapies?
Not very. The same researchers at
Oregon Health Sciences University
showed that CRISPR/Cas9 works
in human embryos. They repaired a
mutation associated with development
of an enlarged heart. Although they did
not allow edited embryos to survive,
their work showed editing human
embryos is feasible.
Many scientists have called for
a moratorium on germline editing
and for international discussion. For
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Francis Collins, a devout Christian and
director of the U.S. National Institutes
of Health, this is a bright line: “The
concept of altering the human germline
in embryos for clinical purposes ... has
been viewed almost universally as a line
that should not be crossed.”
Francis’ use of “almost” was
prophetic. In late 2018 Chinese scientist
He Jankui reported that two baby
girls were born with edits to a gene
implicated in resistance to HIV. The
international community condemned
He’s work as irresponsible. Worse,
geneticists discovered that the alteration
He introduced may shorten lifespan.
How should Christians think about
genome editing? First, hard thinking is
needed now. Second, to treat embryos
as experiments rather than patients is
inconsistent with a culture of life. Third,
while somatic therapy has promise,
Christians should be extremely cautious
of our ability to use germline technology
wisely. Finally, some have suggested
that when repairs are made for severe
disease, we should make additional
enhancements at the same time.
Christians should be troubled by this
impulse, which blurs the line between
healing and enhancement.
Biomedical technology is moving
at breakneck speed. Biblically grounded,
thoughtful Christians need to think well
about these issues. Our ability to do so
will be crucial in shaping the future.
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Cultivating a Pro-Life
Congregation Without
Being Polarizing
“Choose life so that you and your children may live.” This was one of
God’s laws in establishing a new society for his people in the Promised
Land. It remains vital for Christians today as we seek to protect the
unborn, the most vulnerable members of our society. But how are we to
do this when the right to choose is favored over the right to life?
Teach Scripture

We start by teaching Scripture, which contains all the power and wisdom of God. Our words may not change minds but God’s
Word does.
Abortion may not ever be abolished politically. Even if Roe v. Wade is overturned, the issue returns to the states, and many
of them are pro-abortion. If outlawed in the United States, abortion clinics would spring up along our national borders to serve
the need, much as Irish girls formerly traveled to England for abortions that were illegal in Ireland. What we long for is a change
of heart, so that women and men want to choose life. The Spirit of God with the power of the Bible can accomplish this.
We start by teaching the opening chapters of Genesis, which reveal that all of us are made in the image of God. In Exodus,
preach the stirring story of the Hebrew midwives, who feared God and refused to obey Pharoah’s order to kill all male babies. It
is a marvelous example of civil disobedience when the laws of God transcend the laws of men.
In the Psalms we discover God created our inmost being and knit us together in the womb. In Jeremiah, God tells the
prophet “Before I formed you in the womb, I knew you; before you were born I set you apart,” while the gospels inform us that
an embryonic John the Baptist leapt for joy in Elizabeth’s womb in recognition that Mary was carrying the Messiah.
From a human viewpoint, we may have unplanned pregnancies, but there are no accidental conceptions. God numbered
the days of each child before birth. He has a purpose for every baby, even if we don’t.
Winsome Speech

We need to be winsome in making our case. Those advocating the right to choose do so to support women. They are often
appalled to learn that girls are being aborted at a higher rate than boys.
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As the book “Unnatural Selection” puts it, there is
a gender-based genocide presently afoot with profound
implications. China and India now have a gender imbalance,
which The Economist refers to as a marriage crisis. In the
United States, there is also a strong racial disparity in abortion
as babies of color are aborted at a far higher rate than their
Caucasian counterparts. No person of good will should accept
this.
It’s essential that we do address this subject, for as
Luther observed, “If I profess with loudest voice and clearest
exposition of the truth of God, except precisely that point
which the world and the devil are at the moment attacking,
then I am not confessing Christ, however boldly I may be
professing him.”

Guttmacher Institute reports that almost one in four women
in the United States will have an abortion by age 45. That
means potentially one quarter of the female audience might
feel singled out. We must teach the truth that abortion is not
the unforgivable sin, and like every transgression, was paid for
at the cross of Christ.
Years later, some women still need individual help.
Autumn Ridge provides a one-on-one Bible study, “Binding
Up the Broken Hearted,” taught by compassionate women.
Fifty have benefited from this ministry. It’s also important
to point out alternatives — the most beautiful of which is
adoption. We can celebrate those who adopt a child, for it is
a central Christian doctrine. All Christians were adopted into
God’s family.

Personal Approach

The Good News

Personal experience adds power to biblical exposition. Several
women at our church have spoken about their own abortions,
along with the grace and forgiveness they found in the gospel.
But perhaps the most powerful story came from a man who
had encouraged his girlfriend to have an abortion against her
will, before he became a believer. We heard the anguish in his
voice. The truth is: Abortion hurts men as well as women.
At Autumn Ridge, the director of a crisis pregnancy
center spoke about the center’s vital work on Sanctity
of Human Life weekend, bringing information and
opportunities to volunteer. Modern ultrasounds have amazing
clarity, and we took advantage of this by having a pregnant
woman volunteer to have a live sonogram that was shown on
our screens. It was one of the most powerful visual aids we
ever used.
Pastors are reluctant to speak on the subject of abortion
for fear of causing offense or unnecessary pain. The

We have good news. Abortions are now at their lowest
number since Roe v. Wade. I believe this is the result of the
prayers of God’s people, our advocacy for the unborn, and the
crisis pregnancy centers. By protecting the unborn, we follow
in the footsteps of the first Christians. Church fathers like
Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Basil, Ambrose, Jerome
and John Chrysostom urged their congregations to choose
life, with words like these:
“Almighty Lord our God, direct our steps into the way
of peace. Strengthen our hearts to obey your commands.
May the Day-Spring visit us from on high, and give light to
those who sit in darkness and the shadow of death; that they
may adore you for your mercy, follow you for your truth, and
desire you for your sweetness. Amen.”
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The Future of
Roe v. Wade
By taking the issue of abortion away from the American people
and by imposing one policy for 50 states, the Supreme Court has
roiled national politics and damaged its own standing — all in its
one ruling in Roe v. Wade.

J

ustice Blackmun’s opinion in Roe made up a right to abortion in American history, and admitted that
because a woman “carries an embryo and, later, a fetus” that “[t]he situation therefore is inherently different”
from any previous precedent decided by the court. There is nothing in the text of the Constitution
mentioning “abortion” or “privacy.”
Much has changed since Roe was issued in January 1973. Ultrasound technology came on the scene a few years
after Roe and dramatically changed public understanding of human development. Notably, the abortion rate has
declined to its lowest level since 1972.
In the past year, the court has shown that it will move slowly on the abortion issue. But there are more than 30
abortion test cases potentially heading to the Supreme Court, and the court will have numerous opportunities in
coming years to address the issue.
The court has discretion as to whether it hears any abortion case, and while the court may hear some abortion
cases and affirm pro-life laws in the next few years, it seems likely that the court will not directly confront Roe
for several years. The timing will likely be influenced by electoral developments and future changes in the court’s
personnel. But sooner or later, the court will have to reexamine Roe.
Overturning Roe would return the abortion issue to the states, where public policy would be more closely aligned
with public opinion. The pro-life movement has continued to grow and has developed considerable legal and political
momentum in the states even under Roe; although other states have enacted laws which expand abortion on demand
throughout pregnancy.
Regardless of what happens with Roe, state legislatures will continue to play a critical role in protecting pregnant
women and their unborn children. The pro-life movement needs to be whole-heartedly on the side of women by
supporting direct services to women and by helping women understand the long-term medical risks of abortion. This
is necessary to help women choose alternatives and necessary to rebut the Supreme Court’s rationale for the abortion
right — that women rely on abortion for equal opportunity in America.
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Lessons From a
Pregnant Hostage
What I Learned About Life While in Captivity
I stumbled over jagged rocks in the empty riverbed, running blindly.
Men surrounded me, assembling from hilltops with guns raised and
voices echoing through the canyon chambers.

I

t was 1974 when I was taken hostage by a liberation front seeking independence for Eritrea on the horn of Africa. What my
captors didn’t know as they forced me to run for miles is that I was four months pregnant. My co-nurse and friend, Anna,
was killed during that race.
This was the year right after Roe v. Wade was passed. As a young nursing student, I had refused to assist with abortions. I
believe each life is precious, created by God in his image to bring glory to him. I did not want to rob God of his glory reflected in
each individual he made.
A Pregnant Hostage

I wrestled with God as a pregnant hostage. My understanding of the treasure of life was harshly challenged by political
wrangling for ransom. Should life ever be reduced to financial terms and the right to take life be justified by a nation or
individual’s aspirations? I came to realize that a nation, an army, and even one person had the power and control to promote or
end my life and the life of my unborn child.
During the 26 days of captivity, I lived near a village of Tigre people. I watched the Tigre women and children build their
huts out of sticks. Their husbands were nowhere around. I imagined none of them had maternal care or the opportunity to
deliver their babies in a medical clinic. For a brief time, I identified with their realities as a pregnant woman concerned for her
own life and the life of her child.
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This now distant experience shaped everything to come
in my life. I no longer saw the value of life as a mere statement
but as an intricate web of relationships, context, opportunities,
environment, and yes, economic resources.
These women demonstrated the meaning of community,
care and commitment. I watched them assist one another
in building their homes. I saw them support their children
cradled on their backs, and I witnessed their commitment
to overcome an unyielding environment with little water, no
gardens, a few goats for milk and meat to care for the lives of
their children. I also saw a woman, hovering in the distance.
She was always alone. Did she have a disability, was she
mentally challenged or mentally ill, or barren and therefore
stigmatized?

God tells us in Isaiah that he formed us in the womb and
will help us accomplish the plans he has for us throughout life.
This divine, personalized plan for each of us means we do not
need to fear — even when caught in the captivity of life’s pains
and suffering and uncertainty. Isaiah 44:2 says, “Thus says the
Lord who made you, who formed you from the womb and will
help you. Fear not.”

I no longer saw the value of life as a
mere statement but as an intricate web
of relationships, context, opportunities,
environment, and yes, economic
resources.

Knowledge for Life

The women did not know what I knew. That the thousand
days between the moment of conception through pregnancy,
birth and a child’s first two years of life are the most critical
nutritional period in life. This period determines the health of
the child for the rest of their lives.
I wondered if those mothers ever got to eat the iron-rich
meat of a goat. More likely, those portions went to the men,
more valued than women. Perhaps a small amount would be
saved for the children and left-over soup of bones and body
parts given to the women.
I did not know what the women knew. How to conserve
water in a parched land. How to gather firewood, so the
environment was still protected for future tree growth and a
future resource.

Lessons Learned

As I reflect back, now 46 years since abortion was legalized in
United States, the lessons I learned from the Tigre women are
even more relevant today.
Each life is a treasure from God and to God for his
glory. All women — whether single, married, with children
or without — are deeply valued. God has a fulfilling plan for
each one. No one is left out of God’s community — not the
stigmatized, disabled or mentally ill.
The privilege of co-creating with God entreats us to care
for this privilege through improved nutrition, healthy timing
and spacing of children, maternal care, and support for a
child’s well-being from conception throughout life. This starts
even before conception with promoting a girl’s value as equal
to boys and strongly advocating for equal opportunities and
protection from violence for girls and women.
As Christ’s community, let us continue building homes
where each member is treasured and supported. Let us search
and find those on the margins who need to be embraced and
included. Let us nurture the smallest and weakest among us
with lifelong help and hope from our Lord and Savior, Jesus
Christ.

The Marvel of Life

During those desperate days, shielded from the political
negotiations about the value of my life, I witnessed the
marvel of life — however simple, however unseen, however
understood. The evidences of that marvel shrouded the
experience with hope.
I felt my son scramble around in my womb for the first
time. The women who had nothing, offered me everything as
they included me in the merrymaking of building a home. The
family of baboons and the iridescent crest of a lizard perched
on the rock next to where I prayed often reminded me of
God’s creation, protection and presence.
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POSTSCRIPT

Let There Be Life
Age eight. I came down from my third floor bedroom to say good
morning to my grandmother in her second floor bedroom. She didn’t
move. She had died during the night. I was the first to know about
her but I really didn’t know much about death. This was my first
time.

I

t’s a boy!” The 2 a.m. phone call came to me because I was their pastor. The new dad called me first. I was the 25 year old
pastor of a congregation averaging under 200 on Sundays in a Colorado town of 23,000. The numbers didn’t matter. It
was about the life of a newborn son.
Looking up a definition of life on the internet is kind of frustrating. There are many clear-cut and hotly debated
phrases coming from the pens of philosophers and the computers of biologists. While most of us may not have the perfect
mix of words we all know life when we see it.
Whether it is the celebration of an awaited birth or the grief of an unexpected death, life is everything. The Bible begins
with physical life in the opening chapters of Genesis and ends with eternal life in the closing chapters of Revelation. Jesus
said that he came from heaven to earth to give “abundant life”
(John 10:10). As Christians we believe that death is our last
While most of us may not have
enemy (1 Corinthians 15:26) and that Jesus rose from the
the perfect mix of words we all
grave to defeat death with life.
What does all this mean for modern followers of Jesus?
know life when we see it.
We are all for life. We love life as a gift from God. We are on
the side of life from before a child is born until the last breath
from a grandmother. We join with Jesus who was on the side
of life when he healed the sick, fed the hungry, protected the children, defended the poor and raised the dead. We want to be
like Jesus — loving, praying, giving, speaking, working and advocating for the abundant life of others. We love our neighbors
in this life (Luke 10:27) and evangelize our neighbors for eternal life (John 3:16).
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